First class facilities...

Time stops in Fuerteventura and life passes
by peacefully. Choosing the island as a
destination to host congresses, events or
incentive trips, is a wise move if what you
are looking for is to covert your work sessions into an authentic pleasure.

The island of Fuerteventura, as the young and
modern tourist destination that it is today, has the
most exquisite range of installations on offer. The majority of hotels, which are four or five star, offer conference halls, meeting rooms and exteriors that adapt
themselves to host any type of event in a magisterial
fashion. A large range of luxury hotels, with well
qualified and pleasant staff who look after every
detail to offer you an unforgettable experience.

Its natural landscapes and amazing weather, modern
well appointed facilities with a first class professional
team, are at the disposal of those that want a paradise
in which to work in the best conditions without having
to give up pleasure for an instant. Fuerteventura is
appreciated more and more every day as a centre for
business tourism because on the island work and
enjoyment goes hand in hand.

Open
air events

Patronato de Turismo de Fuerteventura

There are also auditoriums, congress centres and
leisure and art centres in several areas on the island,
which complete the range of opportunities available
to host any type of business event.

Meetings with charm

Spa

Gala dinner

Modern facilities
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MICE

Business and pleasure

Events and

MICE · Events and congresses

... in exceptional surroundings
Because the best of Fuerteventura is its surroundings. A
World Biosphere Reserve island, with a pleasant
climate throughout the year, where work meetings are
necessarily an encounter with nature. Events on the
beach or at the foot of a volcano; meetings with sea
views; open air congresses... imagine these encounters from a different point of view.

Nature

Banquet
on the beach

More than work
Although the work environment is full of tranquillity in
Fuerteventura, the island offers a wide range of activities
for greater serenity.
Find absolute peace in one of the many spa and Thalassotherapy centres that the island has tucked away, with a
list of treatment and care routines for each need and
complaint.
Make the most of practising your swing
on the three golf courses with
amazing landscapes
next to the sea.

If your are looking for more action windsurfing, kiteboarding, surfing... will make you release all your
adrenaline. Try and experience the sea with a trip
on a yacht, delving into its seabeds, or simply allow

At everybody's reach
Fuerteventura is a paradise at everybody's reach.

yourself to calmly stroll through places on the island.

With one of the largest and most modern interna-

The gastronomy, result of a fusion between the oldest

the main European cities.

local traditions and avant garde techniques, is

tional airports in Europe, it is connected daily with

present in each corner of Fuerteventura.

More than 80 world airports are directly connected

Cheese, fish, meat... are always present in a wide

European city.

to the island, less than five hours from the farthest

and varied range of restaurants to delight all senses.

The wide range of flights and companies make the
trip to Fuerteventura a comfortable crossing.
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